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Cersanit presents 
two unique collections of tiles: 

NATURE and FARO

NEW  
COLLECTIONS

of 30x60 format  
monoporosa tiles 
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NEW COLLECTIONS

3 7NATURE FARO



NATURE

Cersanit’s new tile collection rep-
resents a return to nature and its 
roots. It seeks beauty and balance 
in the natural environment and 
draws inspiration and vitality from 
its hues.  

While the world spins by at  
a dizzying pace, it is worth  
having a peaceful oasis at home, 
an asylum where we can enjoy 
true rest and relaxation.  

The tiles in the Cersanit  
Nature collection were designed 
to create modern spaces close to 
the natural world, tapping into its 
positive energy and offering solace 
after a hard day. 

The delicate colours of the collec-
tion – white, natural greens and 
wood-inspired brown – help create 
very friendly, bright and warm 
interiors.  

With a wide range of decorative 
tiles available, everyone can 
compose their own arrangements 
ideally suiting their individual 
tastes and preferences. 



NATURE

At the same time, the Nature 
collection offers a very modern 
interpretation of the natural 
world. This is particularly evident 
in the wood-motif tiles, a style 
that has become very trendy in 
recent years and is present in top 
designer-name collections. 

The modern aspect of the Nature 
line is also further accented by 
decorative glass-and-ceramic 
inserto tiles – the way they play 
with light lends very interesting 
visual effects to interiors. 

Decorative glass elements 
perfectly reflect light lending 
glamour to all interiors.



29,7 x 60 cm

NATURE
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MATT & GLOSSY COLLECTION

2 x 60 cm

33,3 x 33,3 cm
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NATURE

PS500 wood  
brown satin 
29,7 x 60

NATURE green inserto  
leaf 
29,7 x 60

W698-006-1

OD690-005

ABRASION RESISTANCE CLASS3

PS500 wood  
brown satin structure 
29,7 x 60

GLASS light green 
border new 
2 x 60

WD698-009-1

WD698-002

OD660-019

PS500 white  
glossy structure  
29,7 x 60

PS500 white glossy 
29,7 x 60

NATURE green inserto 
velvet A  
29,7 x 60

NATURE green inserto 
velvet B 
29,7 x 60

PP500 wood 
brown satin 
33,3 x 33,3

W613-001-1W613-001-1

WD698-001

W698-003-1

PRODUCT PORTFOLIO

PP400 white 
glossy 
33,3 x 33,3

W322-017-1

33

STAIN RESISTANCE CLASS5
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In small, often dark and 
windowless bathrooms, the choice 
of appropriate tiles is incredibly 
important. Consumers often look 
for tiles which would optically 
enlarge and illuminate the interior 
giving it a friendly, light and happy 
ambience.

The FARO collection perfectly 
fulfills this condition - white base 
tiles, delicate pastel decorations 
with diverse color saturation, and 
an original floral inserto create 
a cohesive composition that can 
be freely arranged in virtually any 
interior. 

Multi-color decoration tiles, 
available in two versions - 
stronger, more saturated stripes 
and subtle, water-color lines, can 
be freely combined in an easy way, 
creating individual arrangements 
on walls. It is a great fun and a 
work that can be done by oneself, 
without the interior designer’s 
assistance. 

The collection also includes 
an original, granilia-decorated 
floral inserto - perfect for the 
enthusiasts of interiors in which 
modernity is mixed with tradition 
and a rustic, or even folk character. 

FARO



29,7 x 60 cm

2 x 60 cm

FARO
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33,3 x 33,3 cm

GLOSSY COLLECTION
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FAROPRODUCT PORTFOLIO

ABRASION RESISTANCE CLASS3

FARO multicolour 
inserto belt  
29,7 x 60

OD164-010

FARO orange inserto 
flower   
29,7 x 60

OD164-009

FARO line glossy  
29,7 x 60

OP164-012-1PS500 white glossy 
29,7 x 60

W613-001-1

PP400 white glossy 
33,3 x 33,3

W322-017-1

3

STAIN RESISTANCE CLASS5

5

5

5

GLASS yellow border 
new 
2 x 60

GLASS cobalt border 
new 
2 x 60

OD660-018

OD660-022
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TILES SPECIFICATION

   
dimensions cm thickness 

mm

      
number of 

pieces
m2 weight 

kg

 
palette weigth

kg

NATURE

PS500 WHITE GLOSSY, WHITE GLOSSY STRUCTURE,  
WOOD BROWN SATIN, WOOD BROWN SATIN STRUCTURE 29,7 x 60cm 9 - 1,25 23,17 40m2 741,40

NATURE GREEN INSERTO LEAF, VELVET A, VELVET B  29,7 x 60cm 9 7 - 24,24 112pcs 387,91

PP500 WOOD BROWN SATIN, PP 400 WHITE GLOSSY 33,3 x 33,3 cm 8 - 1,33 23,47 63,84 m2 1126,53

GLASS LIGHT GREEN BORDER NEW 2 x 60 10 21 - 6,52 1134 pcs 351,99

FARO

PS500 WHITE GLOSSY 29,7 x 60 cm 9 - 1,25 23,17 40m2 741,40

FARO ORANGE INSERTO FLOWER, MULTICOLOUR INSERTO BELT 29,7 x 60 cm 9 7 - 24,24 112pcs 387,91

FARO LINE GLOSSY 29,7 x 60 cm 9 - 1,25 23,17 40m2 741,40

PP 400 WHITE GLOSSY 33,3 x 33,3 cm 8 - 1,33 23,47 63,84 m2 1126,53

GLASS YELLOW, COBALT BORDER NEW 2 x 60 10 21 - 6,52 1134 pcs 351,99



MARKETING
SUPPORT



MARKETING SUPPORT
Interior design renderings.

Files are available at: \\WAW-FTP\Marketing-mark-ftp1\

Product packshots are available at: \\WAW-FTP\Marketing-mark-ftp1\
Please remember to update your local website with the new products!
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TRADE 
MARKETING 

SUPPORT



NATURE FARO

Board standards

Board standards are available at ftp5:
//ftp.rovese.pl/CERSANIT/PROJECTS/NEWSLETTERS/NEWSLETTERS%20TILES/NPD_Information_Cersanit_tiles_NATURE_FARO/POS_materials/
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TRADE MARKETING SUPPORT


